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I. Introduction 

This article constitutes part of an attempt to clarify questions relating to the 
structure and power of the rule of the Qjng rW dynasty, founded by the 
Manchus. On first seeing the above title, readers may be reminded of the 
Japanese puppet state of Manchukuo i~i1+1~ established in Northeast China in 
1932 (and referred to in China today as "bogus [or illegitimate] Manchukuo" 
[wei Manzhouguo 1ii~i1+1~]). But the main period to be dealt with here is the pe
riod up until 1644, when the Qjng dynasty advanced into China proper and 
transferred its capital to Beijing ~t](. This corresponds to what is generally re
ferred to as the prehistory of the Qjng's advance into China proper ( or the 
Qjng dynasty in the Manchu period), when the Qjng is considered to have 
been one of several rebel forces active in the final years of the Ming SJJ 
dynasty. 1) According to the account of the founder and establishment of the 
Qjng dynasty recorded in the Manju i yargiyan kooli (Manzhou shilu i~iHl'kii) l 
(compiled during the reign of the Qjanlong fzJ.i Emperor [1736-95]), "[Bukuri 
Yongson] called the country 'Manju'. He was the founder of the Manju king
dom (Manju gurun)," and in the Qjng dynasty it subsequently came to be held 
that the name 'Manju' had been used from the very start of the dynasty.2) In ad
dition, it has recently been shown that the name 'Manju kingdom' was in use 
when the Jurchens ofjianzhou ~1+1 were unified. 3) Since this article deals with 
the period before the Qjng's advance into China proper, a period which saw 
the foundation of the Manju kingdom, the formation of the kingdom of Aisin 
Gin ~), and the establishment of the Great Qjng (Daicing [Da Qjng J;:rW]), I 
have deliberately used the term 'Manju' in the title of this article, and to avoid 
misunderstanding I use the form 'Man ju', which is more faithful to the Manchu 
language, rather than the usual spelling 'Manchu' when referring to the dynasty 
in question. 

As is only natural, any discussion of the Manju dynasty before the Qjng's 
advance into China proper has direct bearings on the study of the Qjng state 
which later came to rule over China proper and the frontier regions of 
Mongolia, Chinese Turkestan and Tibet, and it would be meaningless if it did 
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not. The reason for this is that, as should not need to be pointed out anew, the 
process which led from the foundation of the Manju kingdom (Manju gurun), 
the formation of the kingdom of Aisin (Aisin gurun) and the establishment of the 
Great Qing Empire (Daicing gurun) before the Qing's advance into China prop
er through to the subsequent subjugation of China proper and the formation of 
the Qing's greatest territorial extent, which included Inner Asia,4) was an un
ceasing process of territorial expansion, and various political moves to be seen 
before the Qing's advance into China proper can be seen to be directly related 
to political moves after the Qing's conquest of China proper.5) However, for 
reasons of space, and also because I have already discussed elsewhere the Qing 
state after its conquest of China, 6) here I simply wish to take note of the fact 
that the two are inseparably linked. This is also the reason for the subtitle "An 
Introduction to the Study of the Qing State." 

Accordingly, with a view to ascertaining first of all that the study of the 
Manju dynasty cannot be treated in isolation from the study of the Qing state, I 
wish to consider what I regard as the historiographical significance of the Qing 
dynasty and the period before its advance into China proper with reference to 
( 1) the historical position of the Qing dynasty, (2) elements of the Qing dynasty 
linked to contemporary China, and (3) the periodization of the Qing dynasty. 

1) The Historical Position of the Qing Dynasty: 
The Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties 

Hitherto the historical position of the Qing dynasty has tended to be con
sidered primarily in terms of two distinct aspects, namely, that of China's last 
'dynasty of conquest' and that of successor to the Ming dynasty and China's last 
traditional despotic dynasty. 7) Moreover, the former has connotations of a dy
nasty based on tribal society and nomadic society, while the latter implies a typ
ically Chinese dynasty rooted in Han ¥~ society and agrarian society, counter
posed to the tribal and nomadic society of the former. This being so, it has to 
be said that the positioning of the Qing involves two contrasting elements, and 
in point of fact these two elements appear in various forms in the system of rule 
established by the Qing. For this reason, I myself have previously dealt with is
sues such as the formation of the powers of the han ('ruler') and emperor (relat
ed to the structure of Qing rule), the Qing's distinctive civil service recruitment 
examinations known as "recruitment examinations in translation" (fanyi keju *l 
in-+:~) (related to the question of the national language of the Qing dynasty), 
and traditional Chinese rites and traditional Manchu rites performed by the 
emperor (related to the state rites of the Qing dynasty), and in each case I con
sidered the dual aspects of the Qing dynasty.8) At the same time, I also demon
strated that movements after the Qing's conquest of China were inseparably 
linked to movements before its advance into China proper. Therefore, it is to 
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be surmised that it was because of the coexistence of these two elements in the 
Qing dynasty that its long period of unification, lasting more than 250 years, 
and its expansion and rule over territories of an unprecedented geographical 
extent were made possible. 

However, when considering the Qing dynasty characterized in this man
ner, one should not overlook the fact that the Qing dynasty ruled over a multi
ethnic nation unified by a people who were not Han Chinese. That being so, it 
is questionable whether it is adequate to analyze the historical position of the 
Qing dynasty solely from the perspective that would view it as China's last 'dy
nasty of conquest' and the perspective that would view it as China's last tradi
tional despotic dynasty. This is because, when situating the Qing on the basis of 
these two perspectives, there is a danger of failing to take into account the view 
of China as a unified composite multiethnic state going back to the thirteenth 
century, a view that cannot be grasped within the confines of either the Han
Chinese world or the world of North Asia alone. A perspective that may con
ceivably make up for this shortcoming is a historical positioning of the Qing in 
the context of the historical vicissitudes of the Yuan JC, Ming and Qing within 
the world of Asia, which would transcend and integrate the above worlds of the 
Han and North Asia. 9) Needless to say, as a premise to this one would have to 
take into account the vicissitudes of the Liao~' Song* and Jin from the tenth 
century onwards and movements in the Mongol empire during the thirteenth 
century, for it was within this current of history that the vicissitudes of the 
Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties took place, and likewise there also emerges a 

. positioning of the Qing as the end result of this historical current. 10) At the 
same time, I am also of the opinion that an analysis and examination in terms 
of the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties can also provide leads for reconsidering 
the view of the Qing dynasty as a 'dynasty of conquest'. 11 ) Be that as it may, I 
next wish to touch on elements of the Qing dynasty that have been carried over 
into contemporary China so as to provide a view of the position of the Qing dy
nasty from a different angle. 

2) Elements of the Qing Dynasty Linked to Contemporary China: 
The Extent of Its Rule and Multiethnicity 

It is possible to point out various elements from the Qing dynasty that have 
bearings on contemporary China. But owing to limited space, and also in view 
of the subject with which we are primarily concerned, I shall restrict myself to 
comments on the extent of the Qing's rule and its multiethnicity. 

It goes without saying that the Qing dynasty was a unified dynasty that 
brought about a major change in the conception of the territorial extent of 
'China'. The consequences of the fact that, among all the dynasties that ruled 
over China, the Qing was the first to extend its rule over the Mongolian 
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steppes, East Turkestan and Tibet, thereby resulting in the greatest territorial 
expansion in Chinese history, have direct links with contemporary China, con
sisting as it does of Northeast China, China proper, Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang 
*Jr~I and Tibet. Therefore, the multiethnicity evident in contemporary China 12) 

may be regarded as an extension of the formation of a multiethnic state during 
the Qing dynasty. Furthermore, a distinctive feature of the structure of Qing 
rule was "a form broadly composed of Manchuria (Manchus, Mongols and Han 
in the northeast), the Han (in China proper), and the frontier regions 
(Mongolia, Tibet and the Uighurs)." 13) Among these, 'Manchuria' and the 
'Han' were under direct rule, while the 'frontier regions' were under indirect 
rule. When this is compared with contemporary China, we find that the former 
two are generally administered by a system of 'provinces' (sheng ~), while the 
latter 'frontier regions' are under a system of 'autonomous regions' (zizhiqu § iii 
1ft), and the similarities are most interesting. Not only does this hint at the pro
found influence exerted by the Qjng dynasty on contemporary China, but it al
so indicates that changes in the structure of rule during the Qjng cannot be 
overlooked when considering the political structure of contemporary China. 

Under what political changes, then, did this formation of a multiethnic 
state during the Qing occur? The dominions of the Qjng dynasty reached their 
greatest territorial extent during the reign of the sixth emperor Gaozong ~* 
Qjanlong, about one century after the Qjng's advance into China proper, but 
signs of its shift to a multiethnic state could be said to have been already appar
ent in various political moves before its advance into China proper. For in
stance, in Tianming ::Kfffl 1 ( 1616) Taizu j(ffr_[ Nurhaci, the founder of the Qjng 
dynasty, received the title of Genggiyen Han ('Wise Ruler') from the Jurchens 
Gusen [Niizhen ~!lt]; renamed 'Manchus' [Manju] during the reign of Nurhaci's 
successor Taizong ** Hong Taiji) and assumed the position of han, but al
ready in Wanli iM 34 (1606) of the Ming he had been given the title of 
Kundulen Han ('Respected Ruler') by a delegation from the five Khalkha tribes 
of Mongolia; 14) after having unified theJurchen tribes, Nurhaci invaded and oc
cupied the extensive lands of Han agrarian society to the east of the Liao River 
~iPJ, moved his capital to Liaodong ~*, where Ming control of the northeast 
was based, and implemented policies for dealing with the Han ( shifting from 
initial Jurchen-Han co-occupancy to subsequent segregation) 15) as well as vari
ous land policies; 16) the Six Ministries (liubu /\g:~) established during the reign 
of his successor Hong Taiji were staffed by Manchus, Mongols and Han; 17) and 
the Eight Banner (jakun gusa) system, considered to have underpinned the 
Qjng's system of rule, was extended so that it came to consist of Eight Manchu 
Banners, Eight Mongol Banners and Eight Chinese Banners18) -these are all ex
amples that clearly point to the Qjng's development as a multiethnic state. 

Additionally, although the Qing dynasty is generally referred to as a 
Manchu dynasty on account of the fact that it grew out of the kingdom of Aisin 
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founded by the TungusicJurchens (= Manchus) of Northeast Asia, it should be 
borne in mind that from the very outset the position of han in its predecessor 
Aisin was an issue not only concerning J urchen society, but also closely related 
to neighbouring peoples like the Mongols, and that the Eight Banner system it
self, which underpinned the Qing system of rule, was from an early stage inher
ently multiethnic, incorporating as it did the Han as well. In particular, the fact 
that Hong Taiji was installed as emperor by the Manchus, Mongols and Han in 
the tenth year of his rule and changed the dynastic name to 'Great Qj.ng' is of 
considerable importance when considering the multiethnicity of the Qj.ng dy
nasty. It should also be noted that when the third emperor Shizu Shunzhi -tltffrJi 
JilUa advanced into China proper in the year after his accession to the throne 
and really began ruling as emperor of China, the Qj.ng dynasty was confronted 
with the problem of its legitimacy, a problem arising from the Chinese notion 
of 'civilization' (i.e., Chinese) versus 'barbarism' (i.e., non-Chinese) (huayi ¥~), 
and a politico-ideological interpretation was provided by the fifth emperor 
Shizong Yongzheng -tltffe~IE, who declared that China was a multiethnic state 
composed of both Chinese and non-Chinese. 19) 

Having taken due account of the above issues pertaining to the character 
of the Qj.ng dynasty, I next wish to consider the periodization of the Qj.ng dy
nasty with a view to ascertaining the significance of the so-called Manchu peri
od before its advance into China proper. 

3) The Periodization of the Qing Dynasty: With a Focus on the 'Early Qing' 

There has been considerable discussion of the periodization of Chinese 
history. 20) However, even though the period equated with the dawning of the 
modern age in China falls during the Qj.ng dynasty, studies dealing directly 
with the periodization of the Qj.ng dynasty itself would appear to be quite limit
ed in number, and when it comes to the periodization of the entire span of the 
Qj.ng dynasty, from the foundation of the kingdom of Aisin by Nurhaci to the 
fall of the Great Qj.ng Empire as a result of the 1911 Revolution, there has hith
erto been, to the best of my knowledge, virtually no treatment of the subject. 
This would seem to be chiefly because "the Qj.ng dynasty after its advance into 
China proper was placed into the category of Chinese history as an extension 
of the Ming dynasty and was considered to be a continuation of this line."21 ) Be 
that as it may, let us next summarize the main views of earlier scholars on the 
subject of the periodization of the Qj.ng dynasty. 

In his study of peasant rebellions during the Qj.ng,22) Sano Manabu 1ir:ff* 
presents a method of periodization in which "the development of popular re
bellions during the Qj.ng period" is divided into five periods: period of the 
movement to expel the Manchus and restore the Ming (Shunzhi's reign and 
first half of Kangxi's ~~~ reign), period of a subsidence of popular rebellions 
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(second half of Kangxi's reign to first half of Qianlong's reign), period of a grad
ual rise in popular rebellions (second half of Qianlong's reign), period of the 
heyday of popular rebellions Giaqing's :&!t reign to Tongzhi's [P]j5 reign), and 
period of the transformation of popular rebellions into a revolutionary move
ment (Guangxu's :Yt*t and Xuantong's 1iMC reigns). Although Sano does take 
into account trends before the Qing's advance into China proper when dis
cussing the characteristics of the Qing state, the prime focus of his interest lies 
in Qing China as the final period of Old China, going back to the Qin ~ and 
Han ¥~ dynasties, and his periodization is one that forms part of an analysis of 
the social history of the Qing dynasty as seen in this light after its advance into 
China proper and focusses primarily on popular rebellions, which Sano regards 
as concentrated manifestations of the contradictions that recurred periodically 
in Old Chinese society.23) Therefore, as it stands, it cannot really be adopted as 
a periodization of the historical vicissitudes per se of the Great Qing, but 
nonetheless it contains much that is instructive for considering Qing policies to
wards China proper in the post-Manchu period. 

Next, Abe Takeo 'tc:g:~f,,t:f(, in "Shincho shi no kozo to sono doin,"24l states 
that in a broad sense the 'Qing dynasty' refers to the body politic of Manchu 
sovereignty spanning the period from Nurhaci to Xuantong, while in a narrow 
sense it refers to the Qing period after the advance into China proper. 25 ) 

Moreover, the history of the Qing dynasty in a broad sense is said to consist of 
two periods, the first, from the Qing's foundation to about 1830 (late Jiaqing 
era), of a character that ought to be understood in terms of "a confrontation be
tween a small, newly-rising military-style society and a large, mature low-level 
industrial society" and the second subsequent period of a character that ought 
to be understood in terms of "a confrontation between a single low-level indus
trial society and several high-level industrial societies"; the first of these two pe
riods is further subdivided into a fortuitous North China period (Qing's founda
tion to Taizong's Chongde *1~ era), an active North China period (Shunzhi's 
advance into China proper to end of Kangxi's reign), and a passive North 
China period (Yongzheng's to Jiaqing's reigns), while the second is subdivided 
into the years 1834-62 (eve of Opium Wars to Taiping :kZfS- rebellion), 1862-95 
(Tongzhi's restoration to Sino1apanese War), 1895-1901 (rapid switch by 
Western powers to an offensive using financial capital and failure of national 
counteroffensives by both progressive and reactionary factions), and 1901-11 
(attempts at modernization of the overall political structure and 1911 

Revolution). The second of Abe's two main divisions corresponds to that peri
od in Chinese history when China is considered to have entered the modern 
age, and it is generally referred to as the 'late Qing'. What directly concerns us 
here, however, is the subdivision of the first of Abe's two main periods, which 
he understands in terms of a confrontation between the newly rising Great 
Qing and Han society in China proper, the latter of which had inherited a situa-

L... 
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tion going back to the Ming. When one considers the state of research on Qj.ng 
history in 1951 (when Abe wrote this article), one can recognize the value of his 
threefold subdivision of this first period, linking the Manchu period to the 
zenith of Qing power and identifying the advance into China proper and 
Yongzheng's reign as major turning points. But today, when we possess the re
sults of many detailed studies of the history of Aisin and the Great Qj.ng, it has 
to be said that Abe's interpretation of changes before the advance into China 
proper is inadequate. His view of the reigns of Yongzheng, Qj.anlong and 
Jiaqing as being all of the same character is also difficult to accept. 

Suzuki Chusei iii*$ iE, on the other hand, in a section entitled "Shincho 
chuki no shakai mondai" r'1lJil[Ag=i:Jl:JjO)ffi±-®-F1=1iM! (Social problems in the mid-Qj.ng) 
in his study of the mid-Qj.ng, 26) first defines the 'mid-Qj.ng' as the period from 
the suppression of the rebellion of the Three Feudatories (sanfan =~) and the 
revolt on Taiwan !Ei• during Kangxi's reign to the end of Qj.anlong's reign and 
then goes on to subdivide this into the period up until the end of Yongzheng's 
reign, corresponding to the first half of the mid-Qj.ng, and Qj.anlong's reign, 
corresponding to the second half of the mid-Qj.ng. The 110-odd years covered 
by this periodization span the period from the unification of China proper by 
the Great Qj.ng to the year before the outbreak of the White Lotus Society re
bellion injiaqing 1 (1796), and they correspond to the periods of a subsidence 
of popular rebellions and a gradual rise in popular rebellions as defined by 
Sano.27) In Suzuki's case, his prime objective was to elucidate the character and 
historical significance of the White Lotus Society rebellion during Jiaqing's 
reign, as a premise for which he also examined various issues in contemporary 
Chinese society, and his periodization must be understood in this context. It 
should be said, however, that it has had an enormous influence on the peri
odization of the Qj.ng dynasty, for in subsequent research it has generally been 
implicitly followed and the same period ( although often extended to the eve of 
the Opium Wars) is treated as the mid-Qj.ng. Several factors would seem to 
have contributed to this widespread acceptance-Suzuki's book is the only 
study to have focussed directly on the history of the mid-Qj.ng; this periodiza
tion not only covers the heyday of the Qj.ng, but also corresponds to Sano's pe
riods of a subsidence of popular rebellions and a gradual rise in popular rebel
lions and roughly to Abe's active and passive North China periods; and in the 
field of research dealing with the socio-economic history of the Ming and Qj.ng, 
which has been most productive in the postwar era, the Qj.ng dynasty after its 
advance into China proper has been understood as an extension of the Ming 
dynasty in the context of Chinese history as a whole. But whatever the reasons 
may be, in the study of Qj.ng history since the publication of Suzuki's book it 
would seem to have become common practice to treat the period before the ad
vance into China proper as a special period distinct from the rest of the Qj.ng, 
which has then been divided into the early Qj.ng ( corresponding to the period 
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from the advance into China proper to the unification of China proper under 
Kangxi),28) the mid-Qing (corresponding to the period from the unification of 
China proper to the eve of the Opium Wars), and the late Qj.ng (corresponding 
to the period from the Opium Wars to the 1911 Revolution). 

In contrast to the above methods of periodization, Ishibashi Hideo Etlr~ 
ftft has presented a completely new method of periodization, focussing in partic
ular on the early Qj.ng, which he has developed in the course of his research on 
historical changes in Aisin and the Great Qj.ng from the Manchu period 
through to the reign of Qj.anlong. Initially, when dealing with the question of 
banner lands in the metropolitan area during the reigns of Yongzheng and 
Qj.anlong, he equated this same period with the mid-Qj.ng.29) But later he came 
to focus on the formation of China as composed of the five peoples (Han, 
Manchus, Mongols, Tibetans and Uighurs) connected with the main areas en
compassed by contemporary China, and in a subsequent study30) he not only 
admitted for the first time the inappropriateness of his earlier periodization, but 
also pointed out with much supporting evidence that the attainment of the 
Qj.ng's greatest territorial extent during the third decade of Qj.anlong's rule 
(late 1750s), encompassing the Manchus, Mongols, Han, Tibetans and Uighurs, 
might be regarded as a turning point in the history of the Qj.ng, and he defined 
the period up until this time as the early Qj.ng and the subsequent period of 
preservation of this territorial aggrandizement as the mid-Qj.ng. At the same 
time, whereas the fall of the Ming and the advance of the Qj.ng into China 
proper in 1644 is normally regarded as a dividing point, with the foregoing pe
riod being called the late Ming and the subsequent period the early Qj.ng, 
Ishibashi pointed out that the late Ming and early Qj.ng overlapped with one 
another insofar that the early Qj.ng under Nurhaci had already begun during 
the late Ming, while the late Ming, marked by conflict with the Southern Ming 
(former Three Feudatories), the Three Feudatories rebellion by Han generals 
from Liao who had submitted to the Qing (later Three Feudatories), struggles 
with the Zheng i~ clan based on Taiwan, and the unification of China proper 
by the Qj.ng, continued into what is normally referred to as the early Qj.ng. In a 
later article31 ) Ishibashi reiterated his definition of the early Qj.ng as corre
sponding to the period up to the attainment of the Qj.ng's greatest territorial ex
tent in the third decade of Qiai:-ilong's rule, and he also presented a new view, 
dividing the early Qing into two periods separated by the Qj.ng's advance into 
China proper. At the same time, he also touched on the differences in the han's 
powers in the cases of Nurhaci and Hong Taiji, putting forward the view that af
ter his accession Hong Taiji consolidated the power of the han among the 
Jurchens and succeeded in "establishing the Great Qj.ng with the support of the 
Manchus, Mongols and Han" as "a result of changes in the han during the early 
Qj.ng under Taizu Nurhaci and Taizong Hong Taiji," and that the establish
ment of the Great Qing by Hong Taiji "indicated the formation of a dynasty to 
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the north of the Great Wall ready to replace the Ming and opened the way to 
emperorship of China." 

Whereas there has in the past been a tendency to regard the Qjng dynasty 
as discontinuous, being divided into two discrete periods before and after its 
advance into China proper, Ishibashi's above views clearly demonstrate in 
terms of periodization the need to understand the Qjng's Manchu period (be
fore its advance into China proper) in direct relation to its later heyday, and 
they also merit attention in that, when discussing how the evolution of the Qjng 
into a multiethnic state was inseparably related to the formation of the powers 
of the han and emperor, he shows that in the Manchu period, directly linked to 
the heyday of the Qjng, Hong Taiji's accession to the imperial throne has great 
significance as a turning point. In the earlier prevailing view of Chinese history, 
which looked upon the Qing dynasty after its advance into China proper as an 
extension of the Ming dynasty, the period from the advance into China proper 
to the unification of China proper had been vaguely defined as the early Qjng 
on the grounds that invasions from without had come to a provisional halt, 
while the subsequent period up until the eve of the Opium Wars had been 
equated with the mid-Qjng, but this periodization put forward by Ishibashi, on 
the other hand, who regards the Qing dynasty as an end result of the history of 
North Asia and China since the tenth century, transcending the bounds of 
Ming and Qjng history, deserves to be recognized as the first attempt at peri
odization to have been made on the basis of a clear-cut view of the historical 
changes of the Qjng, especially in its capacity as a multiethnic state. In other 
words, it could be said to be of great significance in that it has provided us with 
a basis for fresh inquiries into the periodization of the Qing and the history of 
the Qjng through discussion of different interpretations of his views. 

Like Ishibashi, I too have a deep interest in the multiethnic character of 
the Qjng and, as regards the historical changes of the Qjng, I consider the 
founding of the Manju kingdom to be the symbol of the unification of the 
Jianzhou tribes to which Nurhaci belonged, the formation of the kingdom of 
Aisin to be the symbol of the unification of thejusen (later Manju) tribes in the 
northeast, the establishment of the Great Qjng to be the symbol of the unifica
tion of the Manchus, Mongols and Han in the northeast, the unification of 
China proper by Kangxi to be the symbol of the amalgamation of the Han in 
China proper after the conquest of China, the establishment of the absolute au
thority of Yongzheng to be the symbol of the establishment of control over the 
banners (Manchus, Mongols and Chinese) and the Han in China proper 
against the background of the unification of China proper, and the attainment 
of greatest territorial expansion in the third decade of Qjanlong's rule to be the 
symbol of the amalgamation of the frontier regions of Mongolia, Tibet and the 
Uighurs against the background of the establishment of this control. As for the 
subsequent period, I regard the time up until the Opium Wars, when external 
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pressure of a different nature from that in the past started to become quite pro
nounced, as a period of preservation of the fruits of the foregoing period and 
the remaining years up until the collapse of the Qj.ng after much trial and error 
as a period during which the Qj.ng was on the defensive, but hitherto I have 
been unable to present my understanding in terms of a clear-cut periodization. 
In this sense I regard Ishibashi's scheme, which defines the early Qj.ng as the 
period up until the attainment of the Qj.ng's greatest territorial extent and di
vides it into two periods separated by the Qing's advance into China proper, as 
apposite, and I shall follow his view here. 

In my eagerness to emphasize the significance of the Qj.ng dynasty and its 
Manchu period, I have ended up burdening the reader with a rather longwind
ed introduction, and I now wish to move on to questions pertaining to the 
Manju dynasty, the subject with which we are here concerned. When we define 
the early Qj.ng as that period extending from Nurhaci's rule to the attainment 
of the Qj.ng's greatest territorial extent in the third decade of Qianlong's rule, 
what are the distinctive features and issues relevant to a consideration of the 
Qj.ng dynasty as a multiethnic state that can be detected in its Manchu period, 
corresponding to the first part of the early Qj.ng? The political changes in the 
first part of the early Qj.ng that led from the formation of the kingdom of Aisin 
by Nurhaci to the establishment of the Great Qj.ng by Hong Taiji involve a vari
ety of issues relating to politics, military affairs, the economy, ethnicity, culture 
and so on, and many detailed studies have already been published by previous 
scholars. 32) Among these various issues, I shall in the following focus especially 
on the structure of rule during the first part of the early Qj.ng, taking up the 
question of the powers of the han and the emperor, but before doing so I wish 
to touch on the structure of the society of bannermen and some ethnic and eco
nomic issues, which must be borne in mind as premises for our subsequent dis
cussion. 

II. The Structure of Bannermen's Society and Ethnic and 
Economic Issues in the First Part of the Early Qing 

It shoul_d go without saying that the term 'bannermen' refers to members 
of the Eight Banners, a system of military organization distinctive of the Qj.ng 
which also functioned as a form of political and social organization and was an 
important mainstay of the structure of Qj.ng rule, and in Qj.ng documentary 
sources they are frequently described as "the basis of the nation" (gurun booi Jule
he da [guojia genben ~*iflt~]).33) Therefore, the examination of the structure of 
the society of bannermen is an important task in the elucidation of changes in 
the structure of rule during the Qing dynasty.34) Especially during the first part 
of the Qj.ng dynasty (i.e., the Manchu period) political moves and changes in 
the Eight Banner system were closely interconnected, and political changes 
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could be said to have been directly reflected in the society of bannermen. The 
changes in the Eight Banner system, which was established under Nurhaci and 
then expanded into Eight Manchu Banners, Eight Mongol Banners and Eight 
Chinese Banners by Hong Taiji, could in fact be seen to reflect the political 
changes that led from the formation of the kingdom of Aisin to the establish
ment of the Great Qing. 

Let us first consider the formation of the kingdom of Aisin by Nurhaci, 
which consisted of two stages, namely, the unification of the Jianzhou tribes 
and the unification of the J urchen tribes. During the Ming (when the J urchens 
were known as 'N iizhi' RIEl) the J urchens had been broadly divided into three 
groups, calledjianzhoujurchens, Haixi #iE'.9 Jurchens and Yeren ff A ('Wild') 
Jurchens, and this has created the false impression that these three groups were 
each in some way internally united. But this was not at all the case. The 
Jianzhoujurchens (called the "Manju kingdom" in the Manzhou shilu) consisted 
of five tribes, the Haixijurchens (called the "Hiilun kingdom" in the Manzhou 
shilu) consisted of four tribes, and the Yeren Jurchens also consisted of four 
tribes. Thus "they were divided into thirteen tribes, and within each tribe con
sanguine kinship groups and territorially defined hamlets vied for autono
my. "35) The tribes that were eventually united by Nurhaci were originally inde
pendent countries that had been individually established, and by nature they 
were such that "consanguine or ethnic connections cannot be recognized 
among these groups."36) Therefore, the process of unification by Nurhaci, 
which began with the Jianzhou tribes and ultimately extended to all the 
Jurchens, was no mere intratribal power struggle, but represented a struggle for 
hegemony among the independent countries scattered throughout the north-
east. This means that the resulting unified state was a composite tribal state 
with an inherent element of instability in that it was made up of several tribal 
groups that were neither consanguinely nor ethnically related. An inevitable 
consequence of this was that it became necessary to build a new internal order 
so as to ensure post-unification stability and to demonstrate the new state's au
thority as a unified state both domestically and abroad. When one considers 
that this struggle by Nurhaci for hegemony "was a lone [struggle] for which he 
failed to win the consent of even the Aisin Gioro lineage to which he himself 
belonged, let alone that of the Jianzhou tribes,"37) this need would presumably 
have been all the greater. In point of fact Nurhaci, in addition to creating dur
ing the course of unification a new script (-the Manchu script) for writing the 
Jurchen language, also used his accession to the position of han in the final 
stage of unification, after having been conferred the title of Genggiyen Han by 
the Jurchens, to invent. a founding legend38) and adopted the dynastic name of 
'Aisin', thereby showing that it was the legitimate successor to the Jin dynasty of 
the twelfth to thirteenth centuries, 39) and it is to be surmised that these actions 
were not simply attempts to lend authority to his own person, but were meant 
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to symbolize the unity and authority of the newly unified state. The founding 

legend was an adaptation of a legend prevalent among Tungusic tribes and typ

ified by that of Puyo ::Kfi (similar to the legend of Chumong *~, progenitor of 
Koguryo ~ium:, with connotations of skill in archery), to which were added 

some historical facts relating to the Jianzhou Left Guard (zuowei ti:1!r), and it 
identified Nurhaci as an incarnation of the bodhisattva Maiijusri, as well as in

corporating "the world of Manchu shamanism embellished with Lamaist 
Buddhism."40) Moves such as this show that from the very outset this unified 

state transcended the bounds of mere unification of the J urchens and possessed 

the character of a multiethnic state. 
After the fall of the Jin dynasty, the Jurchen script had gradually fallen into 

disuse among the Jurchens, and up until the time when Nurhaci borrowed the 

Mongolian script to create a new Manchu script they had been drawing up doc
uments by translating them into either Mongolian or Chinese. This fact would 
suggest that the Mongols and Han exercised considerable influence among the 

Jurchens at this time. Therefore, relations with the Mongols and Han should 
also be taken into account when considering the establishment of Aisin by 

Nurhaci, and there are indeed numerous points illustrative of the fact that the 
worlds of the Mongols and Han impinged closely on the character of Aisin-for 

instance, when Nurhaci began his campaign for hegemony in Wanli 11 ( 1583) 
under circumstances such that he could not count on assistance even from his 

own tribe, he secretly formed an affiliation with Li Chengliang * J'JX.~, the 
Ming regional commander (zongbingguan rl.t~'§I) of Liaodong,41

) in an attempt 

to extend his influence; seeing that Nurhaci was carrying forward his plans for 
unification, the Ming in Wanli 17 (1589) conferred on him the rank of assistant 
commissioner-in-chief (dudu qianshi $~iR$), and in Wanli 34 (1606) the five 

Mongol Khalkha tribes gave him the title of Kundulen Han; and there is evi
dence of the influence of Tibetan Buddhism, closely connected to both the 
Mongol and Han worlds, in the founding legend of Aisin. 

Next, to provide the foundations of a new domestic order in this emergent 
composite tribal state, the Eight Banner system was created. Q!.ng historical 
sources all state that this occurred in Wanli 43 (1615), the year before Nurhaci 

was given the title of Genggiyen Han by the J urchens and acceded to the position 
of han, and there is a considerable body of research that supports this. But it has 

also been suggested that the Eight Banner system was established in Tianming 
1 (1616) or Tianming 3 (1618),42) and together with problems surrounding the 
date of the introduction of the era name 'Tianming' and dynastic name 
'Aisin'43) there is much that remains unresolved. At the present point in time, I 

take the view that references to the establishment of the Eight Banner system 

have been interpolated in Q!.ng historical sources in their accounts of the year 
prior to Nurhaci's installation as han in order to emphasize the significance of 
the fact that Nurhaci was installed as han by Jurchen society, already unified un-
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der the Eight Banner system, and to highlight his character as han of a society 
organized on the basis of the Eight Banner system (i.e., han of a unified state), 
and that in actual fact the Eight Banner system developed as he contrived to 
consolidate, preserve and stabilize his rule after his installation as han, a direct 
background factor being the need to create a military organization in prepara
tion for the direct confrontation with the Ming that he encountered in the final 
stage of unification.44) At any rate, the society organized on the basis of the 
Eight Banners that was now established was one in which a plurality of mutual
ly unrelatedjurchen tribes, Mongol tribes and Han groups lived together, and 
thus it was from the first confronted with problems of ethnic compositeness. In 
the first part of the early Qj.ng,Jurchen (or Manchu) society as a whole is con
sidered to have had the following structure: 

han-beile-amban, hafan-jusen, irgen 

This, however, will be dealt with in the following section together with the ques
tion of the han's powers. 

As has just been noted, in the final stage of his unification of the J urchens 
Nurhaci was forced into direct confrontation with the Ming, and following his 
victory in the decisive Battle of Sarhii he not only succeeded in unifying the 
Jurchens, but also gained the chance to advance into Liaodong, as a result of 
which the kingdom of Aisin underwent fresh political developments. These 
were, namely, control for the first time of Ming territory (i.e., Han farmlands) 
and accompanying changes in relations with the Mongols. 45) The southward ad
vance of Aisin increased the threat to its flank and rear posed by Lindan Han 
of the Chahars, who was a direct descendant of the Great Yuan, received annu
al gifts from the Ming, and was promoting the unification of Inner Mongolia. 
For this reason Nurhaci formed an alliance with the eastern Mongol tribes for 
the overthrow of the Ming so as to counter the Chahars. 46) This schema of a so
ciety of barinermen made up of J urchens, Mongols and Han and counterposed 
to the Han and Mongols not affiliated to the Eight Banners could be regarded 
as the starting point of the later multiethnic state structure peculiar to the Qing. 

The aim of Nurhaci's advance into Liaodong may be considered to have 
lain in a desire to seek and thereby stabilize the economic foundations of Aisin 
in Han agrarian society, 47) and this could be said to have had links with the 
causes of strife among the Jurchens when Nurhaci began his struggle for hege
mony. A major reason for strife among the Jurchens, who "were dependent on 
a typically northern hunter-gatherer economy which required bartering," was 
"the acquisition of imperial writs showing bartering rights" with the Ming, 48) 

and in reality the violent struggle for hegemony was an economic struggle for 
even slightly more stable economic conditions in unstable economic circum
stances. Also related to this may have been the fact that the J urchens, unlike 
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the Mongols, were engaged in farming, albeit not very highly advanced, and 

they also had an understanding of landownership. All the same their manage

ment skills with regard to landownership fell far short of those of the Han. It 

was presumably for this reason that particular importance was attached to the 

existence of the Han as the mainstay of an economic base, and steps were taken 

both to introduce a Chinese system of control aimed at direct exploitation and 

to advance into Ming territory. At any rate, after having attacked and occupied 

the vast lands of Han agrarian society to the east of the Liao River and having 

moved his capital to Liaodong, which had been the base of the Ming's control 

of the northeast, Nurhaci began constructing a new capital at Liaodong and im

plemented various policies directed towards the Han, which included a variety 

of land policies such as the establishment of banner lands. As can be seen in 

the paternalistic policy of settlingJurchens and Han together, these policies did 

not deviate greatly from existing administration policies. But they led to social 

and economic confusion, and having been compelled to withdraw from 

Liaodong after having lost the economic war in Han agrarian society, Nurhaci 

moved his capital to Mukden (Shenyang ?i~l), switching to policies aimed at 

repressing the Han as he did so, starting with the enforcement of segregation of 

the Han, in an attempt to recover from the failure of his earlier policies. 49) But 

Nurhaci's sudden death meant that these problems were carried over into 

Hong Taiji's reign. 
Nurhaci's death and Hong Taiji's accession led to fresh developments that 

resulted in the establishment of the Great Qing in the place of Aisin. The intro

duction of a Chinese-style system of government during Nurhaci's time would 

have had a revolutionizing effect on the traditional tribal system operating in 

contemporary J urchen society, and within the centralized system of rule by 

J urchens, which had been reinforced by the Eight Banner system that had been 

simultaneously implemented, the power of Nurhaci (i.e., the han) grew. But it is 

also to be surmised that the beile, or chieftains, who had enjoyed a political 

voice in the traditional tribal system based on decentralization and a council 

system, would have entertained apprehensions about the possibility that their 

right to participate in government might be lost if the concentration of power in 

the hands of the han were to advance any further. Therefore, their choice of 

Hong Taiji, who was only the fourth-ranking of the so-called 'four senior beil,e', 

as Nurhaci's successor50) could be seen as an attempt to curb the expansion of 

the han's powers and return to the former system of government practised un

der the traditional tribal system, for Hong Taiji's accession to the position of 

han had the result of clearly showing that the system of government was one in 

which power was shared by the four beil,e, a system characterized by the fact 

that in J urchen society, or the society of bannermen, the han was no more than 

the leader of a single banner.51 ) It was under such circumstances that Hong 

Taiji forcibly carried into simultaneous effect the centralization of power 
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among the Jurchens and the consolidation of the han's powers among the ban
nermen, but his position at the start of his power struggle was such that he 
could not expect any strong support from within the tribe, and in this respect it 
could be said to have been similar to Nurhaci's position when he first took up 
arms. Nurhaci had extended his power through extratribal relationships, and in 
the same way Hong Taiji looked for a new power base in the political, econom
ic and military strength of the Han and the mobility of the Mongol cavalry, 
both of which had not yet been firmly established in the society of bannermen 
by Nurhaci's political moves. 

Hong Taiji made considerable changes to the policy of Han suppression 
that had been in force during Nurhaci's final years, and he adopted a policy of 
Jurchen-Han segregation which "separated the Han, regarded as the same irgen 
('people'), from the Manchus, placed them under the jurisdiction of Han bu
reaucrats, and banned access by Manchus,"52) as well as reappointing members 
of the Han gentry and elite who had escaped the large-scale massacres that had 
been carried out under Nurhaci's repressive policies. While promoting the ap
pointment of Han bureaucrats and the introduction of Chinese-style administra
tive institutions such as the Six Ministries, Hong Taiji consolidated his military 
power with the help of artillerymen under Han commanders who had joined 
the Manchus53) and cavalry forces commanded by Mongol princes, and at the 
same time he divested the other three leading princes of their political power 
and gradually built up the basis of his own power as han within the society of 
bannermen. Furthermore, in view of the fact that trade with the Ming at 
Shanhaiguan Ll.Jmijffl had not materialized on account of Nurhaci's death, he set 
about making advances into Inner Mongolia and captured the Chahar strong
hold. The Chahar leader Lindan Han moved to the west, and after having unit
ed most of Inner and Outer Mongolia, he died of illness in Tiancong :R(~ 8 
(1634) en route to Tibet. The Chahar princes, thrown into confusion by his 
death, surrendered to Hong Taiji, who also brought Lindan Han's eldest son 
Ejei to submission in the following year outside the borders of Gansu i:t:if .54) 

Once the subjugation of the Chahars had thus been completed, the forty-nine 
beile of the sixteen tribes of Inner Mongolia voted to confer the title of Bokdo 
Secen Han on Hong Taiji and submit to him.55 ) Having acquired the jade seal of 
the Great Yuan Empire during his subjugation of the Chahars of Inner 
Mongolia, Hong Taiji took this opportunity to change the name of his people 
fromjusen Gurchen) to Manju (Manchu), and in Tiancong 10 (1636) he was in
stalled as emperor of the Great ~ng by the Manchus, Mongol princes, and 
Han generals and altered the era name to Chongde.56) Thus was established 
the Great ~ng. Around the same time he reorganized the Eight Banner system 
so that it was made up of Manchus, Mongols and Han, with Eight Manchu 
Banners, Eight Mongol Banners and Eight Chinese Banners, and then in 
Chongde 3 (1638) he restructured the Mongol Agency (Mengguyamen ~~1ifF~), 
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in charge of relations with tribal groups of Mongol allies in Inner Mongolia ( or
ganized into banners and companies along the lines of the Eight Banner sys
tem) and renamed it Court of Colonial Affairs (lifanyuan :EJI!~jljc).57) 

The structure of rule under the Great Qjng which had thus come into be
ing incorporated the Manchus and their banners (Manchus, Mongols and 
Chinese), the Han (farmlands north of the Great Wall), and frontier regions 
(Inner Mongolia), with the Han farmlands to the north of the Great Wall being 
placed under direct rule and the Mongol allies of Inner Mongolia under indi
rect rule, and not only did this symbolize the unification of the Manchus, 
Mongols and Han in the northeast, but it already provided a model for the 
structure of rule during the period of the Qjng's greatest territorial expansion 
after its advance into China proper. These political moves before the advance 
into China proper were in fact the wellspring of a political current that led, 
through the advance into China proper, to the period of greatest territorial ex
pansion during the third decade of Qjanlong's reign, and if the period up until 
the attainment of greatest territorial expansion is equated with the early Qing, 
then this first part of the early Qjng was directly linked to the second part. But 
although the Great Qjng took the political structure of Aisin one step further 
with regard to the formation and expansion of a multiethnic state, when consid
ered from the perspective of the establishment of an underlying economic base 
through control of Han farmlands, it left virtually untouched the economic 
problems that went back to the days of Aisin. Now that Hong Taiji had ascend
ed the throne as emperor of the Great Qjng ruling over the Manchus, Mongols 
and Han, his next objective was the acquisition of an economic base by advanc
ing into China proper. 

It is easy to look upon Hong Taiji's enthronement as an expression of his 
leanings towards China due to an awareness of the presence of the Ming, that is 
to say, as no more than an example of Sinification. It is true that prior to his en
thronement he introduced Chinese-style administrative institutions such as the 
Six Ministries, and it is also true that the dynastic name 'Great Qjng' and the 
new era name 'Chongde' adopted at the time of his enthronement were thor
oughly Chinese designations based on a typically Chinese way of thinking58) 

and that he incorporated traditional Chinese ceremonies and rites on the occa
sion of his enthronement,59) all actions that would appear to support the above 
view. But is this interpretation really to the point? In the following final section 
I wish to consider this question in connection with issues pertaining to the pow
ers of the han and the emperor in the first part of the early Qjng. 

III. The Powers of the Han and the Emperor 
in the First Part of the Early Qing 

When political changes in the Qjng dynasty in its capacity as a multiethnic 

L 
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state are examined in light of the character of the Qing dynasty and moves in 
the first part of the early Qing as outlined in the foregoing sections, it is of vital 
importance to elucidate the evolution of the powers of the han and the emperor 
in the first part of the early Qing. As regards the powers of the han and the em
peror during the Qing dynasty, it may be assumed that the dual character and 
multiethnic nature of the Qing are clearly exemplified by the fact that the han, 
rooted in the distinctive society of the Manchus typified by the Eight Banners 
( composed of Manchus, Mongols and Chinese), was simultaneously emperor of 
China. It is generally held that the dictatorial powers of the emperor, standing 
at the pinnacle of a centralized system of rule, were established in the Qing af
ter the advance into China proper during the reign of Yongzheng. But this 
leaves unexplained the status of han, which had merged with that of emperor of 
China. If we therefore examine changes in the use of the title of emperor in the 
early Qing, we find that three stages are distinguishable: ( 1) the stage when 
Nurhaci is believed to have used the title of emperor in diplomatic correspond
ence while remaining han on the domestic front; (2) the stage when, in the tenth 
year of his reign, Hong Taiji was installed as emperor by the Manchus, 
Mongols and Han, changed the dynastic name to Great Qing and the era name 
from Tiancong to Chongde, and began to rule domestically too as both han and 
emperor; and (3) the stage when Shunzhi advanced into China proper in the 
year following his enthronement and began to rule literally as emperor of 
China. Among these three stages, it is stage (2), touched on in the previous sec
tion, that represents the starting point of the han's domestic rule in his capacity 
as a person also doubling as emperor, and not only is it important for any exam
ination of the shift to a multiethnic state, but it also clearly shows that an exami
nation of the first part of the early Qing (before the advance into China proper) 
is indispensable for an investigation of political moves after the advance into 
China proper. That being so, what sort of problems were involved in the evolu
tion of the han's powers, which began during Nurhaci's period of rule? And is it 
fair to regard Hong Taiji's enthronement as emperor and his establishment of 
the Great Qing as no more than examples of Sinification prompted by his con
sciousness of the Ming dynasty? In the following I wish to consider these ques
tions in relation to changes in the Eight Banner system. 

As has already been noted, in the course of his prosecution of ethnic unifi
cation Nurhaci was first given the title of Kundulen Han in Wanli 34 (1606) by 
the five Khalkh?- tribes of Mongolia, and then in Tianming 1 ( 1616) he received 
the title of Genggiyen Han from the J urchen beile and assumed the position of han. 
Up until Wanli 34 Qing archival sources refer to Nurhaci as Sure Beile ('Wise 
Prince'), but from Wanli 34 onwards he is called Sure Kundulen Han and then, 
from Tianming 1 onwards, Sure Genggiyen Han. These changes in appellation 
have been explained in various ways, and although none of the explanations 
goes beyond the hypothetical stage, 60) I interpret these changes in the following 
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manner. After having completed the unification of the Jianzhou Jurchens in 
Wanli 16, Nurhaci was in the following year accorded recognition of this 
achievement by the Ming through the conferment of the rank of assistant com
missioner-in-chief of the Jianzhou Guard, and then having in Wanli 20 crushed 
the combined 'nine-nation' forces composed ofjurchen and Mongol tribes fear
ful of an increase in his influence, he established himself as a major force in the 
Jurchen world. Then in Wanli 29 he created the niru ('arrow') system, which 
transformed the organization of customary hunts into a centralized military and 
social organization (which eventually became the basic unit of the Four Banner 
system, although the date of this development is unclear), and in Wanli 31 he 
shifted his capital from Fe Ala to Hetu Ala and extended his control over the 
Jianzhou tribes. It is to be surmised, however, that the title of han which he re-
ceived from the five Khalkha tribes in Wanli 34 did no more than show that 
Nurhaci, having increased his influence to this degree, was now recognized by 
the Khalkhas as ruler of Jianzhou and had entered into amicable relations with 
them, and although it may have lent authority to Nurhaci's own person, it cer
tainly did not signify his assumption of the position of han. In fact, in Wanli 34 
political power in Jianzhou was still being shared by Nurhaci and his brother 
Surgaci, and it was only after the latter's downfall in Wanli 37 that there was a 
shift to a system of exclusive rule by Nurhaci alone. Thereafter Nurhaci, while 
furthering the unification of the J urchen tribes, consolidated his own political 
power by introducing a system of five counselors (sunja amban) and ten jargui 
(juwan jargui) and a trial system requiring threefold verification, 61 l eventually 
unifying the majority ofjurchen tribes and in Tianming 1 being given the title 
of han by the J urchen beile. Hence it could be said that it was actually the han ti
tle conferred in Tianming 1 that symbolized the fact that he was now ruler of. 
all the Jurchen tribes and that it was on this occasion that he assumed for the 
first time the position of han. At any rate, having been installed as han in 
Tianming 1, Nurhaci applied the niru and Four Banner system devised when he 
was still ruling over only the Jianzhou tribes to the Jurchen tribes as a whole, 
creating the Eight Banner system, and by means of this centralized military and 
social organization he consolidated his own system of rule in the new compo
site tribal state. 

Of importance when considering subsequent changes in the Eight Banner 
system is the fact that Nurhaci's Eight Banner system represented a tribal con
federation, as it were, composed of eight mutually independent banners, while 
the reorganization of the niru carried out at the same time led to the emergence 
of two types of niru, namely, the ordinary niru and the booi ('house's') niru.62 ) In 
addition, in Tianming 6-7, when the Eight Banner system was being introduced, 
Nurhaci appointed mainly his own sons as the 'eight princes' (i.e., eight hosoi 
beile who each controlled their own banner and participated in the administra
tion of state affairs) and established the principle whereby the appointment and 

l 
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dismissal of the next han would be entrusted to consultation among the eight 
princes. 63) This not only "became a factor in bringing about the centralization 
of power by placing Nurhaci's sons at the centre" of the Eight Banner system,64) 

but it also shows that in a society organized on the basis of the Eight Banner 
system the han was a representative chosen by the mutual agreement of the 
leaders of the Eight Banners and did not stand out from the leaders of the Eight 
Banners like the emperor in the Chinese world, and this is an important point 
when considering Hong Taiji's succession to the position of han. Although the 
Eight Banner system provided a basis for centralization during Nurhaci's life
time, it also "held the possibility that [after his death] a situation would arise in 
which each of his sons might set himself up independently as the leader of a 
banner. "65) As it turned out, Hong Taiji, chosen as han by the mutual agree
ment of the eight princes, was in fact initially merely the leader of a single ban
ner and, unlike Nurhaci, found himself placed under a system of decentralized 
rule by the four beile, and his position was far removed from any establishment 
of the han's powers. 

In order to facilitate our understanding of changes in the han's powers in 
the first part of the early Qing and the significance of Hong Taiji's accession to 
the position of emperor, let us briefly consider the basic structure of relation
ships of subordinacy in a society based on the Eight Banners. According to the 
results of previous research,Jurchen (or Manchu) society at this time had three 
basic relationships: 

1. The relationship between han ('ruler') and irgen ('people'), rooted in the 
gurun ('nation'); this corresponds to the relationship between the ruler and 
the ruled. 
2. The relationship between beile ('prince' or 'chieftain') and amban ('coun
selor') on the one hand and jusen ('bondsman') on the other, rooted in trib
al or clan groups; this corresponds to the relationship between the chief
tains of tribes or clans and tribesmen or clansmen. 
3. The relationship between ejen ('master') and aha ('slave'), rooted in the 
boo ('house'); this corresponds to the relationship between master and ser
vant in the household. 

Among these three relationships, that between ejen and aha was the most strin
gently enforced. Furthermore, the overall relationship among these was as fol
lows: 

han-beile-amban, hafan ('official')-jusen, irgen 

It is, moreover, considered that the ejen-aha relationship obtained between each 
of these.66) It is to be observed, in other words, that the irgen rooted in the gurun 
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is bracketed with the jusen rooted in the tribal or clan group, while the hafan 

within the kingdom of Aisin is bracketed with the amban within the tribal or 

clan group, by which means the relationships of subordinacy in the gurun and 

tribal or clan groups were interlinked in an attempt to extend the traditional 

tribal system of the J urchens to the overall structure of Aisin in its capacity as a 

composite tribal state, and at the same time an attempt was also made to inte

grate the nation as a whole on the basis of the ejen-aha relationship rooted in the 

boo. What is more, this overall structure provided the framework for the struc

ture of rule in the Manju dynasty during the first part of the early Qing. 

Problematic, however, was the relationship between the han and the beile, for al

though in the context of this overall structure their relationship would seem to 

have been that of a superior and his inferiors, this was in fact not the case. 

Within these relationships the power base of the han, who was originally merely 

the leader of a single banner, was on a par with that of the beile of other banners 

within the ruling family, and the han too was bound by the constraints of a trib

al system in which the principle of seniores priores operated. In other words, al

though nominal distinctions of status existed between the han and the beile, 

there was no real difference in their powers. In addition, a further unique fea

ture of the Eight Banner system was that the members of each banner pledged 

allegiance only to the leader of the banner to which they belonged. 67) 

Therefore, in order to seize full and absolute political power and stand at the 

pinnacle of a society based on the Eight Banners, it was imperative for Hong 

Taiji to establish first of all the powers of the han himself within the ruling fami

ly. 
Hong Taiji, having succeeded Nurhaci in these circumstances, set about 

furthering the centralization of power, as described in the previous section, 68) 

and gradually strengthened his own power base, which eventually led to the es

tablishment of the Great Qing. Through the adoption of the Chinese-style rela

tionship that obtained between the emperor and princes, his enthronement as 

emperor can be seen as an attempt to make a clear-cut distinction between the 

han and the beile of the ruling family, for upon being installed as emperor of the 

Great Qing, Hong Taiji immediately introduced a peerage system of nine ranks 

for the imperial family (hosoi cin wang [heshi qinwang 5fD~]fJEE], doroi giyun wang 

[duoluo junwang ?Htrn~.r], doroi beile [duoluo beiluo ~ff_&:fh], gusai beise [gushan 

beizi ~ LIJ _& -=f-], gurun be dalire gung [zhenguogong ii ii 0 ], gurun de aisilara gung 

[fuguogong llimil0], gurun be dalire janggin [zhenguo jiangjun iiilM~}ff], gurun de aisi

lara janggin [fuguo jiangjun ilim ii M~ }ff], and gurun be tuwakiyara janggin [fengguo 

jiangjun ~ilM~}ff]) together with the associated regalia and various other institu

tions, there by making the distinction between the han and other princes quite 

explicit. However, not only did the distinctive structure of the Eight Banner sys

tem, characterized by the autonomy of each banner, remain in place, but the 

social situation was also one in which the constraints of the tribal system, bind-
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ing even the han to the rule of deference to seniority, had not completely disap
peared. 69) Therefore, the establishment of the han's real power among the 
Manchus required the removal of the constraints of the tribal system, and a 
new stage in this process was reached with Hong Taiji's death. That is to say, 
when the third emperor Shunzhi entered Beijing in 1644 and transferred his 
capital there, the han (i.e., emperor of the Great Qjng) also became literally em
peror of China, and this led to fresh developments. 

Returning now to Hong Taiji's enthronement as emperor, is it in fact ap
propriate to understand it simply as a manifestation of Sinification under
pinned by a consciousness of the Ming? The reason this question arises is that 
an examination of the archival sources relating to Hong Taiji's enthronement as 
emperor reveals that they contain material that cannot be understood simply in 
terms of Sinification. For instance, according to a memorial dated 8th day, 4th 
month, Tiancong 10 ( 1636) and another memorial dated 11 th day, 4th month 
of the same year (both included in the Fulgiyan singgeri aniya duin biyade [ narhun 
bithe] han be amba soorin toktobuha tangse, which records the origins of Hong 
Taiji's imperial title), his Manchu title-gosin onco huwaliyasun enduringge han
gave special prominence to his benevolence and magnanimity as expressed in 
the phrase "bestowing benevolence and magnanimity on the myriad people" 
(gosin onco be tumen irgen de selgiyefi) and to his harmoniousness as expressed in 
the phrase "he harmonized the inner and the outer" (dorgi tulergi be 
huwaliyambuha), thus extolling him as "benevolent, magnanimous and harmo
nious" (gosin onco hualiyasun). This title did not simply indicate that Hong Taiji 
was endowed with the qualities of an emperor, but also symbolized the fact that 
he had harmoniously unified peoples both inside and outside his country, and 
in addition the same sources give as conditions for his accession to the imperial 
throne control of the lands of the Manchus and the Mongols, the subjugation of 
Korea, and the acquisition of the jade seal of the Great Yuan, while the exis
tence of the hostile Great Ming Empire is given as an insufficient condition. 
From these facts it is evident that "the inner and the outer" that Hong Taiji is 
said to have "harmonized" consisted of the Manju kingdom (Manchus), 
Mongolia (Mongols ), the Han forming part of the Great Ming Empire, and also 
Korea. 70) Therefore, although it is generally considered that Hong Taiji's en
thronement was underpinned by a consciousness of the Ming and that "the in
ner and the outer" said to have been "harmonized" by him referred to the 
Manchus, Mongols and Han by whom he was installed as emperor, ultimately 
his enthronement may have been underpinned by an awareness of himself as a 
successor to the emperor of the Great Yuan, who had ruled over Northeast 
Asia, Inner Asia and China proper. 

Following his enthronement as emperor, Hong Taiji performed for the first 
time a sacrificial offering at the Altar of Heaven (tiantan x.11.), corresponding to 
the imperial sacrifice to Heaven that had since ancient times been regarded as 
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the highest state rite in China. What must be noted in this regard is that he 

sought to reconcile the rites of shamanism, the traditional belief system of the 

Manchus, with Chinese rites by essentially equating the sacrifices to Heaven 

traditionally performed in temples (tangzi 1it-=f) with the newly instituted sacri

fice to Heaven at the Altar of Heaven; that he attempted to change the temple 

rites from state rites to private rites performed in the homes of individual ban

nermen; and that the series of rites performed on the occasion of his enthrone

ment included, along with Chinese rites, an archery rite representing a vestige 

of 'willow-shooting' (sheliu lHYP), which the Jurchens of the Jin dynasty ( 1115-

1234) had invariably performed under the influence of an earlier custom of the 

Liao in conjunction with their shamanistic rites dedicated to Heaven. 71 ) This 

would seem to indicate that during the process of acceding to the position of 

emperor Hong Taiji, having equated the traditional temple rites dedicated to 

Heaven with the new sacrifice to Heaven at the Altar of Heaven, performed 

Chinese rites such as the sacrifice to Heaven at the Altar of Heaven alongside 

rites of the traditional Manchu religion of shamanism and then immediately af

ter his enthronement attempted to reconcile the two and allow them to coexist 

by making a distinction between their respectively public and private character. 

Consequently, after Hong Taiji's enthronement the locus of public sacrifices to 

Heaven in the Great Qjng shifted from the traditional temples of shamanism to 

the Chinese-style Altar of Heaven, with the inevitable result that the rites of the 

traditional Manchu religion of shamanism, hitherto performed in temples, were 

transformed from state rites into largely private rites performed in bannermen's 

homes. Because of the increasingly Chinese coloration of public rites, it is easy 

to interpret this change simply in terms of Sinification. But it is a known fact 

that, while on the one hand imperial sacrifices to Heaven typified by the rites at 

the Altar of Heaven were being performed during the Qjng, people ranging 

from the han-cum-emperor of China above to the retainers of company com

manders below continued to perform various rites of the traditional Manchu re

ligion of shamanism as rites that held importance for bannermen, especially 

Manchu bannermen. If one takes into account these two aspects to be consis

tently observed in the sacrifices and rites of the Qjng, then the above change, 

occasioned by Hong Taiji's enthronement as emperor, may be understood as a 

manifestation of the active fusion of Chinese elements and elements of the 

Manchu tribal system during the course of his enthronement. 

The above is no more than one of many such examples. However, it could 

be said to amply illustrate the fact that Hong Taiji's enthronement and ensuing 

moves in the Great Qing contain elements that cannot necessarily be properly 

understood in terms of Sinification alone. 
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IV. Concluding Remarks 

In the above, having first drawn attention to the formation of a multiethnic 
state during the Qjng and touched on its historical position and periodization, I 
pointed out that the period before the Qjng's advance into China proper (i.e., 
the first part of the early Qing) has direct links with the subsequent heydey of 
the Qjng after its conquest of China proper, and then, focussing in particular on 
the structure of rule during the first part of the early Qjng as part of a broader 
discussion of the Manju dynasty, I took up the issue of the powers of the han 
and the emperor and raised a number of questions. However, because of an 
emphasis on the raising of these questions per se, the corroboration of my argu
ments has as a whole been inadequate, and there remain many points that have 
not been fully explained. These matters must be left for a future occasion, and 
an important key to the elucidation of these issues lies, I believe, in events dur
ing the reign of the second emperor Taizong Hong Taiji, especially during the 
Chongde era after his enthronement as emperor. Unfortunately historical 
sources on this period have up until now been extremely limited, and the cur
rent state of research is still far from adequate. In future research on the first 
part of the early Qjng, and indeed on the history of the Qjng as a whole, the 
advancement of research on Hong Taiji's reign will become an important issue. 
On this note of self-admonishment I would like to bring this article to a close. 
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1988); Mori Kazuko .=€;11.:fD-=f, Shuen kara no Chugoku-minzoku mondai to kokka ]j!ij~ir' G 0) ~ 
~-Rn9€Fp~~ t ~* (China from the periphery: Ethnic problems and the state; Tokyo 
Daigaku Shuppankai *}¥-*~tblfi-@r, 1998). 

13) Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no han," p. 10. In a note added to this passage Ishibashi writes (p. 
11 ): "The Manchus, Han and frontiersmen are an issue that I would like to consider in com
parison with the Mongols, semu e §, Han and Southerners of the Yuan." Cf. n. 4. 

14) See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei." 

15) See Ishibashi Hideo, "Shin Taiso no Ryoto shinshutsu zengo ni kansuru ichi kosatsu" m:t: 
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ffe_§_O)~*~ililru1&f.:;ffli" ~ -~~ (A study of the period around the time of the advance 
into Liaodong by Taizu of the Qing), in Wada hakushi koki kinen Toyoshi ronso f□ EBtf ±~fUi:: 
~*i.f Fl:fi\il:i: (Collected essays on Oriental history commemorating the 70th birthday of 
Dr. Wada [Sei]; 1960) (repr. in id., Shindai shi kenkyu rn1tF1:liff~ [Studies in the history of 
the Qing dynasty; Ryokuin Shobo ~J_i:;= ,m, 1989]); id., "Shinsho no tai-Kanjin seisaku
toku ni Taiso no Ryoto shinshutsu jidai o chushin to shite-" fntJJ O)JtrJUU&~-c < f.: :t: 
ffe_§_O)~*ill: iliS:¥1t ~ i=p,C., C L -C- (Policies towards the Han in the early Qing: With a spe
cial focus on the period of Taizu's advance into Liaodong), Shiso Fl:.~~ 2 (1961) (repr. in 
Shindai shi kenkyu); id., "Shincho shoko." 

16) See Sudo Yoshiyuki J!JffiEZ, Shindai Manshu tochi seisaku no kenkyu-toku ni kichi seisaku o 
chushin to shite m1t im HI± :l:ifJ. i&~ 0) liff~-tf f,: al±-& i&~ ~ i=p ,C., c L -C - (A study of 
Manchu land policy during the Qing dynasty: With a special focus on the policy concerning 
banner lands; Ka wade Shobo iPJ ili:;: _m [ Toyogaku sosho * i.fJ¥ti:;=], 1944 ); Ishibashi Hideo, 
"Shin Taiso no tochi seisaku ni kansuru ichi kosatsu" fn:t:fr§.0)±:1:ifJ.i&~f.:;fflT ~-~~ (A 
study of the land policies of Taizu of the Qing), Nihonjoshi Daigaku Kiyo Bungakubu B *:t(-=f 
:kJ¥*c.itJ'cJ¥~~ 11 (1962) (repr. in Shindai shi kenkyu); id., "Shincho shoko." 

17) Da Qing Taizong Wen huangdi shilu :krn:t:ffi)(£ WlUi (comp. early Shunzhi era) 7; cf. 
Kanda, "Manshu kokugo ko." 

18) See Anami Korehiro ~~1¥f '11iJ5x, "Tenso kyunen no Moko hakki seiritsu ni tsuite" :;Ji;:~)!!fL:q:. 
0) ~~ J\nlfflt.ll. f.: -:J v 1 -C (On the establishment of the Eight Mongol Banners in Tiancong 
9), Rekishi Kyaiku ~Fl:.~1f 13, no. 4 (1965) (repr. in id., Shinsho gunji shi ronko tn1JJ11[$Fl:.fi\il 
~ [Studies in the military history of the early Qing; Koyo Shobo Ej3 ~i:;: _m, 1980); id., 
"Kangun hakki seiritsu no kenkyu j~]l[J\:/jlfflt.ll. O)uff~ (A study of the establishment of the 
Eight Chinese Banners), Gunji Shigaku 11[$F1:,J¥ 6 (1966) (repr. in Shinsho gunji shi ronko). 

19) See Abe Takeo, "Shincho to kai shiso" tnil!J~ c lji~,l~t~Jt (The Qing dynasty and civilized/ 
barbarian thought),Jinbun Kagaku AXf4* 1, no. 3 (1946) (repr. in Shindai shi no kenkyu); 
Mizuhara Shigemitsu 71<. ~£:It, "Yosei seiji shi no hitokoma" :$ iE i&iB F1:,0) -"fn] (An 
episode in the political history of Yongzheng's reign), Shien Fl:.iJm 53 (1952); Onogawa 
Hidemi 1J, ff 111 3§: ~ , "Yoseitei to Taigi kakumei roku" :$ iE '1W C :k ~ '.I: ~ii (The 
Yongzheng Emperor and the Dayijuemi lu), Toyoshi Kenkyu 16, no. 4 (1958) (repr. in Toyoshi 
Kenkyukai *i.fF1:1iH~~' ed., Yoseijidai no kenkyu :$iES:¥{t0)1iff~ [Studies of the Yongzheng 
era; Dohosha [PJJW~, 1986]). 

20) Among the many studies on this subject - e.g., Suzuki Shun ii*1~ and Nishijima Sadao l!9 
~~7£~, eds., Chugoku shi no jidai kubun i=p ii F1: 0) Sf{t ~% (The periodization of Chinese his
tory; Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1957)-the following article summarizes all earlier re
search on the subject and is the most useful: Kasugai Akira * B :J:!: 13.JJ, "Nihon ni okeru 
Chugoku shi no jidai kubun" B * f.: .B it ~ i=p ii F1: 0) S:¥ ft~ 3t (The periodization of 
Chinese history in Japan), Sekaishi no Kenkyu 107 (1981 ). 

21) Mitamura, Shincho zenshi no kenkyu ("Preface"), pp. 1-2. 
22) Sano Manabu, Shincho shakai shi, Part 3: Nomin bodo JlR:l=f}J (Peasant rebellions) - Vol. 1: 

Shindai minran no honshitsu narabi ni hatten, Byakurenkyo no ran rn1t R IL 0) * JU1 i.: 96 M · 
E3 ;I~ 0) ifJL (The nature of popular rebellions in the Qing period and their development, 
and the White Lotus Society rebellion; 1947). 

23) Sano, Shincho shakai shi, Part 1, Vol. 1; Part 3, Vol. 1. 
24) Seen. 5. 
25) Abe has also pointed out that "when the study of the 'history' of the Qing dynasty is at issue, 

the history of the Nozhi during the Ming dynasty, representing its prehistory, must also be 
taken into account" (Shincho shi no kenkyu, p. 6). 

26) Suzuki Chusei, Shincho chuki shi kenkyu rnfA i=p :!J:Jj F1: liff~ (A study of mid-Qing history; Aichi 
Daigaku Kokusai Mondai Kenkyujo ~*O:k*il~ff-Fi:t~:muH~J:3/r [Aichi Daigaku Kokusai Mondai 
Kenkyujo gakujutsu sosho ~*O:k*il~ff-M:muH~J1/r*1~cr:i::;: 1 ], 1952 [repr. Ryogen Shobo if 
~:;:m, 1971 J). 
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27) Suzuki does not make any special mention of the differences between his periodization and 

that of Sano, who differentiates between the first and second halves of Qianlong's reign. 

28) Mention may also be made, for instance, of the views of Hosoya Y oshio, who in "Shincho ni 

okeru hakki seido no suii" tWM f.:1JNt ~ J\:fnt1fflj}t0)1l;f$ (Changes in the Eight Banner sys

tem during the Qj.ng dynasty [Toyo Gakuho *i$¥f~ 51, no. 1 (1968)]) writes, "Since Taizu 

called his country Jin and in Chongde 1 ( 1636) under Taizong it was named Qj.ng, strictly 

speaking one should follow this, but here I shall refer to the period after the establishment of 

a government ruling over China ( 1644) as the Qing dynasty and the entire preceding period 

as the Latter Jin" (p. 39), and then in "Manju=gurun to 'Manshukoku' " he uses " 'Great 

Qj.ng' for the Qj.ng before the advance into China proper and 'Qj.ng dynasty' for after the ad

vance into China proper" (p. 133). In addition, Qj.n Guojing ~~rf, in Sun Qing huangshi 

yishi ~tN.¥~'9($- (Zijincheng Chubanshe ~~~tiHlfffi±, 1985), identifies Shunzhi as the 

first emperor of the Qj.ng dynasty. 

29) Ishibashi Hideo, "Shincho chuki no kiho kichi seisaku-toku ni Yosei-Kenryu nenkan no sei

do j6 ni arawareta kichi no hokai boshi to kijin no kyusai ni kansuru seisaku o chushin to 

shite-" iN!jifli:p~O)~lmniOfill&~-~ff.:~iE · fzJiij:.FaiO)mlJJt __ U.:cb G t>tLt-:"filtf{IJ,O)Jm 

±!H)J 11:: C :fntAO)fiiiW f,: ~fflT ~ !&~ ~ J:P{, C L --C- (The policy towards banner lands in 

the metropolitan area in the mid-Qj.ng: With a special focus on policies pertaining to the pre

vention of the collapse of banner lands and to the relief of bannermen that appeared institu

tionally in the Yongzheng and Qj.anlong eras), 1 & 2, Toyo Gakuho 39, nos. 2 & 3 (1956). Two 

other studies that equate the same period with the mid-Qj.ng are: Hosoya Y oshio, "Shincho 

chuki no hakki koseki ho no henkaku-kaiko o chushin to shite-" fW!jifli:pjl:JjO);\:fntpfli!O) 

~1(i-~ P ~ J:P,C., C L --C- (Changes in registration laws for the Eight Banners in the mid

Qj.ng: With a focus on emancipated households), Shukan Toyogaku ~flJ*i$¥ 15 (1966); id., 

"Hakki beikyoku ko-Shincho chuki no hakki keizai o megutte-" J\:fjj!}l~J~H.!z:-fWlj!fli:pjl:JjO) 

J\:fntriiti ~ 'dJ <"-:::> --C - (A study of the Eight Banners' Rice Office: On the economics of the 

Eight Banners in the mid-Qj.ng), Shukan Toyogaku 31 ( 197 4 ). 

30) Ishibashi, Shincho shi saiko. 
31) Ishibashi, "Shinsho no han." 

32) Owing to limited space, it is not possible to list all of this research here, and reference should 

be made to the following bibliographies and surveys: Kawachi Y oshihiro inf 179 R "iJL., ed., 

Nikon ni okeru Tohoku Ajia kenkyu ronbun mokuroku ( 1895 ~ 1968) B 1js: i.: :Bit~ *~t 7 :J 7 liH 
o/Ea'.iir5C § ii ( 1895 ~ 1968) (Bibliography of Northeast Asian studies in Japan [1895-1968]; 

1972); Nihon Mongoru Gakkai B 1js:-=E / :tJv¥~ (Japan Association of Mongolian Studies), 

ed., Mongoru kenkyu bunken mokuroku (1900-1972) -=E:,,, :fJvliff~JtJlx § ii (1900-1972) (Biblio

graphy of Mongolia for 1900-1972; 1973); Matsuura Shigeru, "A Bibliography of Works on 

the Manchu and Sibo Languages," Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko 38 

(1980); Yamane Yukio Lll1Jt~:t-(, ed., Chugoku shi kenkyu nyumon J:P~R:.liHJEAF~ (An intro

duction to the study of Chinese history; Yamakawa Shuppansha), Vol. 2 (1983), Sect. 7: 

"Shindai" tW1t (The Qing dynasty); Yunesuko Higashi Ajia Bunka Kenkyu Senta .:i ;r, A ::I 

*7 :J7Jt1tliHJE--t / ,Y - (Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies for Unesco), ed., Nikon 

ni okeru Chuo Ajia kankei kenkyu bunken mokuroku ( 1879nen ~ 1987nen 3gatsu) B 1js: i.: :Bit~ J:P 
9<: 7 :J 7 ~ffl1iliHJEJ'CJlx § ii ( 1879ij:. ~ 1987ij:.3J:3) (Bibliography of Central Asian stud

ies in Japan, 1879-March 1987; 1988) ( - an index with corrigenda of the same was brought 

out in 1989). It is to be hoped that supplements bringing these bibliographies up-to-date will 

eventually be published. 

33) See, e.g., an imperial edict issued on 27th day, 8th month, Yongzheng 5 and included in the 

Shangyu baqi -1.imJ\nJt; cf. Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei." 

34) Cf. n. 32. 
35) Hosoya, "Manju=gurun to 'Manshukoku'," p. 118. 

36) Ibid., p. 125. 
37) Ibid., p. 120. 
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38) See Naito Torajiro rq!fJJE*~~, "Shincho seishi ko" //!r,}1~1.R:~ (A study of family names in 
the Qing dynasty), Geibun ~)( 3, no. 3 (1912); id., "Shincho seishi ko (seigo)" r'/UJl~1.R:~ 
OH~) (A study of family names in the Qing dynasty [corrigenda]), Geibun 3, no. 4 (1912) 
( - both repr. in id., Tokushi soroku iiH!:.iUi [Miscellaneous writings on readings in history; 
Kobundo 5.l.X'it., 1927] and Naito Konan zenshu llq)i"iitlf¥I£:~ [Collected works of Naito 
Kanan; Chikuma Shobo fJU.tfrffl-], Vol. 7 [1970]); Mitamura, "Shincho no kaikoku denset
su to sono seikei"; Matsumura, "Shincho no kaikoku setsuwa ni tsuite." 

39) Seen. 3. 
40) Mitamura, "Shincho no kaikoku densetsu to sono seikei" (Shincho zenshi no kenkyu), p. 49. Cf. 

Naito Torajiro, "Shincho seishi ko" and "Shincho seishi ko (seigo)." 
41) Wada Masahiro fD EEi IE/Jt has published a series of detailed studies on Li Chengliang, and 

these have been brought together in the following work: Chugoku kanryosei no fuhai kozo ni 
kansuru jirei kenkyu-Min-Shin kotaiki no gunbatsu Ri Seiryo o megutte- 93 ii'§ 1Jit1fflj 0) ~&xflfl!If:. 
~~-t-0 $-fJUuffj'E-flJJt'/!f3'.c:fg:M0)1!['7l]$$:* ~ rh <"-::> --C- (A case study of the corrupt 
structure of China's bureaucracy: The warlord Li Chengliang during the change from the 
Ming to the Qing; Kyushu Kokusai Daigaku Shakai Bunka Kenkyujo 1Lfl·lil~~*~ffi±-@"X 
1tEffj'EJ:ifr, 1995). 

42) See Ishibashi Takao, "Rachi gusa to hachi gusa shikibetsu to no seiritsu jiki ni tsuite
Shincho hakki seido kenkyu no ikkan to shite-" J\ gusa t J\ gusa ~531J t O)f.tt.ll.S:;f:)tJ:1 [:.--::) 
\.,\ --C-i'/!r,JIJ\~1ffljfj]rfj'EO)-ffl t L --C- (On the date of the establishment of the eight 
gusa and the different colours of the eight gusa: As part of a study of the Eight Banner system 
in the Qing dynasty), Chugoku Kindaishi Kenkyu 93i1jlf:fi;§!:.uffj'E 3 (1983). 

43) Whereas it had been widely held that Nurhaci decided on a dynastic name and changed the 
era name to Tianming when he became han in 1616, Mitamura, in "Tenmei kengen no nenji 
ni tsuite" Xiiff~jcO)::q:.*/:_J]rJtv•--C (On the date of the establishment of the Tianming era 
[ Toyoshi Kenkyu 1, nos. 2 ( 1935) & 3 ( 1936)]), argues that the dynastic name and new era 
name were introduced in 1619 and then pushed retrospectively back to 1616, when Nurhaci 
became han, while Imanishi Shunju ~~*f}c, in "Tenmei kengen ko" Xiiff~JC~ (A study 
of the establishment of the Tianming era [Chosen Gakuho ij!}lj}r:~$1i 14 (1959) & 20 (1960)]), 
maintains that N urhaci was installed as han in 1606, ascended the imperial throne in 1616, 
and established the Tianming era in 1619. See Matsumura, "Sutoku no kaigen to Taishin no 
kokugo ni tsuite." 

44) See Ishibashi Takao, "Rachi gusa to hachi gusa shikibetsu to no seiritsu jiki ni tsuite." 
45) Seen. 15. 
46) See Tayama Shigeru EEi Li.JR, Shinjidai ni okeru Moko no shakai seido ¥'/!rS:;ffi; i:."/Rft -0 ~~O)ffi± 

-@"1fflj ~ (Social institutions in Mongolia during the Qing period; Bunkyo Shain XE(fr ~' 
1954); Shimada Masao 1,rsEEIIE~~, Shincho Moko rei no kenkyu t'/!r'Jl~~'fJUO)uffj'E (Studies of 
Qing Mongol laws; Sobunsha :§IJXffi± [Joyo hoseishi ronshu JRi.fit1fflJ§!:.fi~ 5], 1982). 

47) Seen. 15. 
48) Rosoya, "Manju=gurun to 'Manshukoku'," p. 117. 
49) See Ishibashi Rideo, "Shin Taiso no Ryoto shinshutsu zengo ni kansuru ichi kosatsu," 

"Shinsho no tai-Kanjin seisaku," "Shincho shoko," "Shinsho no han." 
50) See Naito Torajiro, "Shincho shoki no keishi mondai" t'i!rMtJJ1JIO)*H~Fp~jj!! (The question 

of succession in the early Qing), Shirin §1:.;t* 7, no. 1 (1922) (repr. in Naito Konan zenshu, Vol. 
7); Mitamura Taisuke, "Shin no Taiso no sokui jijo to sono kunshuken kakuritsu" f'/!rO)::kffe 
O)IW11$•l'i!J t -f"O)~jJUl.ll. (The circumstances surrounding the enthronement ofTaizong 
of the Qing and the establishment of his sovereignty), Toyoshi Kenkyu 6, no. 2 ( 1941 ); id., 
"Futatabi Taiso no sokui jijo ni tsuite" ff} cl::kffeO) ~P11$'1'i!J i:.--'.) v• --C (The circumstances 
surrounding the enthronement of Taizong revisited), Toyoshi Kenkyu 7, no. 1 (1942); Okada 
Hidehiro 1i¥iJ EEi ~5.l, "Shin no Taiso shiritsu no jijo" f'/!rO) ::kffe ffil~ .lL. 0) $•1'i!J (The circum
stances surrounding the enthronement of Taizong of the Qing), in Yamamoto hakushi kanreki 
kinen loyoshi ronso; Matsumura, "Sutoku no kaigen to Taishin no kokugo ni tsuite"; id., "Amin 
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Beire no shogai" 7 ~ ✓ · ""' 1 v 0) ~ i!I (The life of Amin Beile), Nihon Daigaku Jinbun 

Kagaku Kenkyujo Kenkyu Kiyo B **J¥: A5tt-+J¥:liff ~pfrlifB'U2.~ 25 ( 1981 ); Ishibashi Hideo, 

"Shinsho no han"; Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei"; id., "Shinsho koteiken 

no keisei katei"; id., "Shinsho saiten girei ko." 

51) See Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no han"; Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei." 

52) Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no han," p. 7. 

53) See Hosoya Yoshio, "Kokinkoku, Shincho ni raiki shita Kanjin no yoso" {ii:11 · t1UJ:l r: 31( 

iw Lt-.:r~A0)1iH§ (Aspects of Chinese who allied themselves to the Latter Jin and the QJng 

dynasty), Chugoku Shakai to Bunka $iliil±~ t 5t1t 2 (1987). 

54) Matsumurajun, "Tenso kyunen no Chaharu seito o meguru shomondai" x~'!!:fL::¥0)-J- -t J\ 

J\,;f.iHt ~ ~ (' ~ ~FP~M (Questions surrounding the subjugation of the Chahars in Tiancong 

9), in Kanda Nobuo sensei koki kinen ronshu: Shincho to Higashi Ajia iil$EE1"§:KJt~r:':i"fmBc.~~~ 
tWM t }f[ 7 1/ 7 (Collected articles commemorating the 70th birthday of Professor Kanda 

Nobuo: The QJng dynasty and East Asia; Yamakawa Shuppansha, 1992). 

55) See n. 46. 
56) See Matsumura, "Sutoku no kaigen to Taishin no kokugo ni tsuite"; id., "Tenso kyunen no 

Chaharu seito o meguru shomondai"; Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no han"; Ishibashi Takao, 

"Shinsho hanken no keisei katei"; id., "Shinsho koteiken no keisei katei." 

57) See Shimada, Shincho Mako rei no kenkyu. 

58) There are several studies dealing with this issue, and they have been summarized in 

Matsumura, "Sutoku no kaigen to Taishin no kokugo ni tsuite." In this article, Matsumura 

touches on the fact that the Manchu equivalent of the name 'Great QJng' is a phonetic tran

scription (Daicing) of the corresponding Chinese characters and that there is no distinctively 

Manchu form of this name, and he puts forward the view that the dynastic name 'Great 

QJng' and era name 'Chongde' were based on a completely Chinese way of thinking, having 

been chosen in contradistinction to 'Great Ming' and the Ming era name 'Chongzheng' * 
I@!, and that they demonstrate Hong Taiji's leanings towards Chinese culture at this time. As 

is pointed out by Matsumura, the Manchu equivalent of 'Great Qing' in the Veritable Records 

and archival documents of the early QJng is either Daicing gurun or Amba cin gurun, but 

Ishibashi Hideo has subsequently noted that in diplomatic credentials of the late QJng the 

Manchu equivalent of the dynastic name is given as Amba daicing gurun (lit. 'Great Great-QJng 

kingdom'); see Ishibashi Hideo, "Taishinkoku no kokusho" *tWII 0) lifi (Diplomatic cre

dentials of the Great QJng), Sekaishi no Kenkyu 162 ( 1995). We await a more detailed exami

nation of this question by Ishibashi. 

59) See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho saiten girei ko." 

60) For further details, see Matsumura, "Sutoku no kaigen to Taishin no kokugo ni tsuite." 

61) See Matsuura, Shin no Taiso Nuruhachi. 

62) See Ishibashi Takao, "QJngzhao 'baoyi' mingcheng de jieshi" YWllfJ:l 1 'E21(J ~;fil}B'3~Hf (The 

interpretation of the term booi in the QJng dynasty), Guoli Zhengzhi Daxue Bianzheng Yenjiusuo 

Nianbao ll}'[J&1s*J¥::ill&uH~Jifr::¥:fR 18 (1987). I am in the process of preparing a more 

detailed article on this subject. 

63) See Kanda Nobuo, "Shinsho no bairoku ni tsuite" tWWO)JlfM:"Jv'--C (On beile in the ear

ly QJng), Toyo Gakuho 40, no. 4 ( 1958); Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no han"; Ishibashi Takao, 

"Shinsho hanken no keisei katei." 

64) Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no han," p. 9. 

65) Loe. cit. 
66) See Ishibashi Hideo, "Shinsho no irugen (Irgen)-toku ni Tenmeiki o chushin to shite-" tW 

rBO) 1 Jv7' ✓ (Irgen)-~f \:xirrJ:Jl:JJ ~ $,C,, t L --C- (Irgen in the early QJng: With a special 

focus on the Tianming era), Nihonjoshi Daigaku Kiyo Bungakubu 13 (1964) (repr. in Shindai shi 

kenkyu); id., "Shinsho no jushen Uusen)-toku ni Tenmeiki made o chushin to shite-" tWrB 0) 

1/ .:1.. Y .I. ✓ Uusen )-~f \: Xirrl JJJ i "C' ~ $ {, t L --C - (Jusen in the early QJng: With a spe

cial focus on the period up until the Tianming era), Shiso 5 (1964) (repr. in Shindai shi 
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kenkyii); id., "Shinsho no aha-toku ni Tenmeiki o chushin to shite-" t'l!rtJJ 0) 7 I\ (aha)-tf 
/: XiifJ:!tJl i' ~ ,C., C Lt - (Aha in the early Qjng: With a special focus on the Tianming era), 
Shien !t!J[ 28, no. 2 (1968) (repr. in Shindai shi kenkyii); id., "Shinsho no shakai-toku ni 
jushen ni tsuite-" t'/!rtJJ O)ffi±-@"-c: < /: V .:i:,, x ✓ /:--::::>Pt- (Early-Qjng society: With 
special reference to jusen), in Egami Namio kyoju koki kinen ronshii: rekishi hen ffJ:-.i1~ttt~c1J 
lm!c&:ai~ · )1\H!:.~ (Collected articles commemorating the 70th birthday of Professor 
Egami Namio: History; 1977) (repr. in Shindai shi kenkyu); id., "Shinsho no aha-Taiso 
Tensoki o chushin ni-" t'/!rtJJ0)7 J\ (aha)-::t*xt~iEi- ~{,/:- (Aha in the early Qjng: 
With a focus on the Tiancong era of Taizong), Eikyoshii ~~~ 1 (1984) (repr. in Shindai shi 
kenkyii); id., ''.Jushen shoko" 1/ .:i:,, x ✓ jusen 11',~ (A brief consideration of the jusen), in 
Mikami Tsugio hakushi kiju kinen ronbunshu: rekishi hen .=J:-.;j;::1!J3ti±*ff!c&:aiJC~ · ~Ee.~ 
(Collected articles commemorating the 77th birthday of Dr. Mikami Tsugio: History; 
Heibonsha ZjS-JLffi±, 1985) (repr. in Shindai shi kenkyii). Owing to limited source materials 
Ishibashi's investigations go only as far as the Tiancong era, and it is hoped that he will ex
tend his inquiries to the Chongde era and beyond. 

67) See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei"; id., "Shinsho koteiken no keisei 
katei." 

68) With regard to this process, two points relating to the Eight Banner system during the 
Tiancong era merit special attention. Firstly, private niru (niulu 4~) were forfeited and con
centrated in the hands of banner leaders (ejen), and secondly in Tiancong 8 (1634) officials 
were renamed, with only those in charge of a banner (giisa [gushan ITfil U-l]) being called ejen 
(ezhen fili/j) and all lower-ranking officials, in charge of a meiren (meilei ;J'lffJJ),jalan (jiala Ef3 ilf~) 
or niru, being called janggin (zhangjing ~:~=(). These two points are important in that they indi
cate that the position within the Eight Banner system designated by the Manchu term ejen 
had risen in status. See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei." 

69) See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho hanken no keisei katei"; id., "Shinsho koteiken no keisei 
katei." 

70) See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho koteiken no keisei katei." 
71) See Ishibashi Takao, "Shinsho saiten girei ko." In this article I also point out that the Altar of 

Heaven (equivalent to the yuanqiu ~Ji or 'circular mound') constructed on the occasion of 
Hong Taiji's enthronement was not three-tiered, as claimed by earlier scholars, but two
tiered and that it was not the same as that used in the late Ming, when Hong Taiji lived, but 
was akin to that of the early Ming. The background to this and its reasons are unclear, but it 
is, I believe, noteworthy in that it would suggest that our hitherto understanding of the Altar 
of Heaven (i.e.,yuanqiu) before the Qjng's advance into China proper must be modified. 


